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Abstract
Volumetric medical images visualization is an important tool in the di-
agnosis and treatment of diseases. Through history, one of the most difficult
tasks for Medicine Specialists has been the accurate location of broken bones
and of the damaged tissues during Chemotherapy treatment, among other
applications; like techniques used in Neurological Studies. Thus these sit-
uations enhance the need of visualization in Medicine. New technologies,
the improvement and development of new hardware as well as software and
the updating of old ones for graphic applications have resulted in special-
ized systems for medical visualization. However the use of these techniques
in mobile devices has been poor due to its low performance. In our work,
we propose a client-server scheme, where the model is compressed in the
server side and is reconstructed in a final thin-client device. The technique
restricts the natural density values to achieve good bone visualization in
medical models, transforming the rest of the data to zero. Our proposal
uses a tridimensional Haar Wavelet Function locally applied inside units
blocks of 16x16x16, similar to the Wavelet Based 3D Compression Scheme
for Interactive Visualization of Very Large Volume Data approach. We also
implement a quantization algorithm which handles error coefficients accord-
ing to the frequency distributions of these coefficients. Finally, we made
an evaluation of the volume visualization; on current mobile devices .We
present the specifications for the implementation of our technique in the
Nokia n900 Mobile Phone.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The rapid evolution of techniques for Medical Images allows specialists to
obtain precise information of the internal anatomical structures of human’s
organism. In general these technologies generate a set of images (virtual
cuts) for this models, in each pixel of the images, a value is stored, which is
a function of the structures properties. According to the used image tech-
nique more precise information is obtained, for bones, soft tissues and blood
circulation. At present the systems generate images with better resolutions
and accuracy of information. The handling of these images allows the recep-
tions of large volume data sets. The standard DICOM (Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine) allows the portability and the manipulation
of these sets of information and eases the visualization and interaction with
the loaded models.
Visualization of some damaged tissues and tumors, benefits the treat-
ment in patients with oncological pathologies .A key issue in chemotherapy
is to know whether the tumor is growing or shrinking. This can be best
done using visualization techniques. As radiation therapy is performed con-
figuring X-ray beams to target the tumor sparing the fine one, the three
dimension vision can ease it.
Recently several important research areas have appeared which include
three-dimensional procedures as multimodality imaging, neurological imag-
ing for brain surgery, tissue characterization, medical school teaching, plastic
surgery and some others. At the same time, different visualization tech-
niques have been developed, which allow scientists to reconstruct three-
dimensional structures models from the images. The most used algorithms
for this task are Ray-Casting and 3D texture visualization. Both techniques
require a previous construction of the three- dimensional volumetric model.
The construction of the volumetric model is generally achieved, by using
voxel representation of the data sets. The voxel representation consists of a
1
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three- dimensional array of voxels, where each voxel is a cube which is the
basic element in a volume representation. According to the structure wanted
to be highlighted, a Transfer Function is used to assign color and opacity
to the value which represents the images properties. For large volume data
sets, the interaction techniques require of last graphic board generation, due
to the big amount of calculations during rendering and to the memory used
by these models.
Hospitals are interested in TV-medicine and TV-diagnostic applications;
for example if a doctor is far from the hospital, he could review the Com-
puted Tomography of his patient in his house’s computer. The thin-client
applications achieve these functionality .Thin-client are low-performance
device compared to the specialized systems in visualizations applications,
which are the final-client in a server-client architecture scheme. Therefore
these clients are preferable due to its easy maintenance. However the sending
of the treated model from the server to the client, and hardware proprieties,
make the use of these devices difficult for the construction of visualization
systems.
Recently low-cost mobile devices have been appearing, that go from the
mobile programmable phones up to the novel ipad. GPS(Global Positioning
System), games, office software, among other applications, can be installed
in these devices. The visualization of 3D images could also be achieved us-
ing these technologies, by integrating computer graphics techniques and the
current libraries for mobile devices . Nevertheless, its use forces the study
of adaptive transmission techniques and visualization algorithms with good
perception results. It could avoid important limitations like the small mem-
ory capacity, the low calculation power and the current wireless networks
infrastructures in the devices compared to the conventional graphic cards.
1.2 Objectives
The general objective of this investigation is to analyze the viability of the
use of standard mobile devices for interactive 3D visualization of volume
models in medicine.
As has been mentioned in previous section, the low calculation power, the
small memory capacity and the small display embedded are some limitations
of the current mobile phones. Because of it, we center on the study of
techniques that allow the compression of models without perceptive loss
with an adaptive information transmission. In order to achieve this purpose,
we present the following specific objectives:
• To analyze the related work in volume visualization on mobile devices.
• To accomplish an evaluation of limitations of mobile devices for visu-
alizing models of volume.
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• To study the behavior of Haar Wavelet Function, to achieve an efficient
compression mechanism and an optimal quantization scheme.
• To analyze the relation between compression and the perception in
order to examine the viability of the visualization on this low perfor-
mance devices.
1.3 Organization
The rest of this document is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we discuss
the Related Work in client-server architectures for volume visualizations on
thin-client devices, volume visualization on mobile devices and some volume
compression techniques. We also present a comparison of hardware and
software benefits among current programmable mobile phones. In Chapter 3
we make an overview of the whole proposal, we then explain the compression
algorithm in detail and the quantization scheme as well as the specifications
for the implementation on the Nokia n900 Mobile Phone. The results of our
technique, related to the compression ratios, image quality and perception
analysis are discussed in Chapter 4.Finally we present conclusions and future
work in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
With the advance of the mobile telephony and the mobile devices in general,
have been developing techniques and algorithms for 3D visualization with
applications in games most of all. Besides libraries updating, new software
and platforms for supporting computer graphics techniques inside embedded
system on mobile devices have appeared.
In this Chapter, first in section 2.1, is explained the principal client-
server architectures for remote visualization of volume data. The section
2.2 proceeds with an analysis and a comparison of current mobile phones
benefits, as well as the libraries that can be used. Because models informa-
tion must be transmitted by network in section 2.3 are analyzed the most
used volume compression techniques. Finally, the section 2.4 ends with a
comparison of the existing techniques
2.1 Alternative Architectures
We have found scarce specific bibliography for volume visualization on mo-
bile devices. The majority of the proposals use known algorithms like: Ray-
casting, 3D textures, 2D textures and isosurface models .In general, in order
to compensate graphic limited characteristics in the mobile devices, these
techniques center in the used client-server architecture or in the modifica-
tions to visualization algorithms.
Therefore, we present in this section the most significant papers related
to these themes, indicating the proposed client-server architecture, the vi-
sualization algorithm and its evaluation.
P. Callahan et al. [4] developed a visualization method based on isosur-
face extraction in a client-server architecture for hardware assisted, progres-
sive volume rendering. Their objective is to minimize the size of the data
sets stored in the final client in each step during the sending procedure. Us-
ing a server as a data repository and a client as a renderer that accumulates
the incoming geometry and displays it in a progressively improving manner.
5
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They allow the displaying while transmitting the information progressively
by internet protocol. For keeping an interactive mode an end-client keeps
the boundary triangles and only requests geometry from the server in a
progressive mode. Using hardware-assisted LOD (Levels of details) volume
rendering, the client refines the image using the results of the previous pro-
gressive step. When the progressive volume rendering is finished, the client
saves a copy of the image for later browsing in a completed mode. Viewing
changes in any of the client steps causes the progressive renderer to stop and
return to the interactive mode when camera events such as rotation, pan,
or zoom are executed.
In preprocessing, they extract the unique triangle faces and vertices,
store them in a binary format, then may be read by the server. The proposal
uses a Hardware-Assisted-Visibility Sorting (HAVS) algorithm that operates
in both, object-space and image-space to sort and compose the mesh. The
object-space work is performed by CPU (Central Processing Unit ) and
the fragment-level sorting is completely done on GPU(Graphics Processing
Unit).The server processes the faces of the mesh into an octree which is a
geometric partition of the faces, according to their centroids .By this way
traversing it by depth ranges from front to back. For the client remain
interactive, if it request a packet, the server culls faces outside the current
depth range and send the remaining faces to the client incrementing depth
ranges for future steps.
But the depth complexity and structure of the dataset is an important
consideration for this technique because more culling and sorting passes are
required so that they may affect the performance of the geometry processing.
Another disadvantage for this technique is that for data sets with more
important features in the center, the boundaries used in the proposal for
rendering may not give a good approximation. They use a vertex array
compression technique, using Open Source ZLIB(Software Library for data
compression) for sending the compress information.
We can include this technique inside the group of client-server architec-
tures, where data sets are compressed on the server stage after the applica-
tion of the transfer function. At the client side the volume is rendered after
the decompression without news transformations, as shows the scheme from
figure 2.1.
The end-client for this technique is not a mobile device and this technique
requires some hardware specifications that are difficult to find in the current
mobile Phones, at least a graphic card with 128 MB RAM is neccesary for
the proposal.
Lamberti et al. [9] made a technique in which storage and computation
resources are provided by a server system while mobile devices are used only
as a client front ends. Their objective is to visualize big models in an inter-
active mode using a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) .The technique is not
specific for volume rendering and what they do is to transmit image between
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Figure 2.1: Scheme A: Data sets are compressed on the server stage after
the application of the transfer function.At the client side the decompression
takes place and a final rendering is performed.
servers and clients. They propose an architecture based on the chromium
framework that unifies the rendering power of a collection of graphics ac-
celerators arranged in a cluster by providing virtualized interface to hard-
ware through OpenGL API(Application Programming Interface). The client
nodes generate OpenGL streams and the server nodes manage multiple in-
coming networks connections as packed representations of OpenGL streams.
The streams transformations are performed by OpenGL Stream Processing
Units (SPU) implemented as dynamically loadable libraries that provide the
OpenGL interface. By means of the SPU each node of the cluster renders
its portion of the scene directly on its local hardware. The image buffers are
then read back and transmitted to a final compositing server and they are
combined in a final image.
The visualization interface in user interactions, supervises the render
area for framebuffer content received from the remote server which actually
performs the rendering. The user can remotely manage all the functionalities
of the OpenGL based applications and to monitor visualization status as well
as all the information related to the current scene.
In the mobile device, the image data decoder receives encoded informa-
tion streamed by the remote server over TCP (Transmission Control Pro-
tocol)channel established on a wireless link, compressed and uncompressed
image data streams are managed in several decoders that have been inte-
grated in the client application.
To summarize the technique; when rendering had been performed, the
framebuffer is copied in the main memory and the interaction server en-
codes the raw image into a suitable format for the transmission. When the
image data have been generated by the rendering engine, and the mapping
and rendering parameters are originated by user interactions with the visu-
alization interface, those packets are exchanged over separated TCP socket
connections. In the client-server architecture used in this approach see figure
2.2, most of the volume rendering pipeline is done in one or more server’s
workstations, after applying the transfer function in this side, the data set
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is rendered either totally or partially (making us of bricking techniques) de-
pending on the servers number ,then the resulting images are compressed.
After this, an uncompress mechanism on the client side extracts and renders
the raw image again.
A device with 32 MB of RAM is enough for implementing the client
application for this proposal. For sending the images to the client, they
compress it using ZLIB and JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group,
commonly used method of lossy compression).
Figure 2.2: Scheme B: Data sets are rendered on the server stage after the
application of the transfer function ,they are compressed before sending by
wireless network .At the client side the decompression takes place and a final
rendering is performed.
An implementation that allows volume visualization of large, remotely
located, time varying, adaptive, hierarchical scientific data, that won’t fit
on to a workstation, was proposed by Bethel et al. [3].The software use a
2D texture based method with axis aligned slicing. It is an engine with a
parallel distributed implementation, where each processor renders a subset of
a volume in 2D textures. The technique achieves interactive transformation
of volume visualization in a low-end workstation. The partial textures from
each cluster are combined into a low-cost hardware graphics. The resulting
image is then used as a raw texture data and applied to axis-aligned quad
for volume rendering. The image warping and depth-order compositing are
performed using graphics hardware. The technique was not tested in mobile
devices.
They don’t make specifications about end-client or server target, and
the approach has the disadvantage of a limited rotation range for avoiding
visual degradation if there’s. This is a threshold that may prove to be data-
depend. Increasing the number of textures maps may enlarge the threshold,
while decreasing it may diminish the threshold. They don’t use compres-
sion techniques and the client-server architecture implemented a technique
similar to the presented in figure 2.2, but with a stage of partition and com-
position, instead of compressing and decompressing the images as is shown
in figure 2.3 .
Anna Tikhonova et al.[20] presented a technique which automatically
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Figure 2.3: Scheme C: Data sets are rendered on the server stage after the
application of the transfer function, a partition of the data takes place before
sending by wireless network. At the client side a new composition of images
takes place and a final rendering is performed.
converts a small number of single-view volume rendered images of the same
3D data set into a compact representation of the same data. Instead of using
the whole 3D model data, their proposal enables interactive exploration
of volume data in transfer function space. For achieving this task, they
automatically extract layers depicted in composites images.
In this multi-layer or explorable image representation, each layer is rep-
resented in at least one image that may contain multiple layers. For an
explorable image of a given data set, generating many new images is pos-
sible by extracting individual layers. The method also allows the modifi-
cation of the transparency and color of each layer. The generation of in-
put images and the automatic layer extraction processes are necessary for
interaction− exploration with an explorable image.
During the generation of the image, in cases where the input images
are not provided, a set of multi-layered images from volume data must be
generated. During the rendering, the parameters for each layer are stored as
additional information. The automatic generation of the transfer function is
the first step in the input image creation. This process can be controlled by
the users supplying ranges of values of interest. In the approximation, the
user can influence the number of generate images by selecting the number
of layers they wish to explore. One can select a range from a single image
from entire data to an individual image for each layer.
However there is a trade-off between the storage space or bandwidth
requirements and the ability to reproduce all possible interactions between
layers. A rough estimate of each layer’s color is assumed for making sepa-
rable the input images. Due to the technique allowance users may change
the color and opacity of individual layers, the initial transfer function is
not optimized for visualization. For generating input images manually, the
order of layers and the approximate color and opacity have to be stored as
additional information.
Using a technique designed for scalar volume data where regions of inter-
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est are boundaries between different materials, they allow to the users the
option of controlling the amount of boundary blurring, otherwise it is set
to default value. Instead of using the complete result of this method, they
obtain iso-values by computing peaks in the transfer function to describe
material boundaries. Selecting peaks of values as equally spaced as possible,
they generate a transfer function that consists of a series of Gaussian curves
with centers on the selected peaks. By controlling the width, height and the
number of peaks, they also control the number of generated input images.
After the generation of the transfer function, the technique renders the
input image. For generating combination of layers they devised a single
scheme. The first image only contains the innermost and outermost layer,
the second layer contains these two layers along the layer in between. This is
made taking into account that with the information about the two bounding
layers, all data in between can be constructed. The additional images are
generated in the same manner.
Because of the method for interacting with the explorable images are
image-based, it is necessary neither the 3D data nor to make another ren-
dering pass.
Neither in the result nor in the discussion of this paper, the authors
tell information about the hardware for a client-server architecture, however
we can include this technique in the group of architectures represented by
scheme from figure 2.3. Although they have not given details of the hardware
used during tests, they mentioned the technique as an approach to be applied
in low end client’s devices like mobile phones.
Moser et al.[11] proposed an approach for accelerating 2D slicing using
adaptive screen- resolution rendering and utilizing palette and compressed
texture format with the use of basic graphics hardware functionality such
as rasterization and 2D texture mapping, make an interactive volume visu-
alization. They do not implement a client-server architecture, they copied
the whole data inside the mobile device for the rendering. Their imple-
mentation use window mobile 5.0 and only 30 MB are free for use for the
application software. Due to this, they only keep a copy of the original data
set in the main memory. This original data set is used for updating tex-
ture when the transfer function is changed. For updating these 2D textures
they use enough memory for only one single texture, and then upload it
to the graphics memory before going on with the next slice texture. Fast
update of textures is achieved by employing compressed palette textures
format during interactions .This palette would provide a direct realization
of the transfer function mapping an 8-bit indexed image to RGBA values.
Therefore, the transfer function is not to be applied explicitly within a CPU
program. This format could reduce the size of volume textures to almost a
fourth. For reducing the number of fragments and therefore the correspond-
ing render time; they render the volume at a lower resolution, which can
afterwards be scaled up to the full native display resolution by fast 2D im-
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age rendering. They propose to render the low resolution image in a buffer
called pbuffer that allow off-screen rendering with OpenGL. As neither the
hardware nor Opengl ES 1.0 support pbuffers.They propose readback the
intermediate image and create a new texture with a low resolution image.
Because of the intrinsic low resolution image, the scaled image of the
bonding box and the coordinate axes contain blurred portions. In their al-
ternative a low-resolution volume rendering and a high-resolution rendering
of the additional geometric lines are done to remove the artifacts. This can
cause partial occlusion within and behind the volume and would cause the
loss of the perceptual depth cue.
To solve this problem they render the volume with its regular 2D texture
slices twice in a pbuffer. The first one uses a black background while the
other background is set to white. The influence of the background on the
final image is weighted by the transparency of the in between volume, the
difference between the images with the black and white background provides
a measure for transparency. In another technique, they use a buffer with an
alpha channel to determine the low resolution opacity image of the volume,
afterwards this image is used to attenuate the RGB values of back lines using
alpha blending. Due to the hardware and the OpenGLES have not support
for alpha channel, they estimate the opacity of the volume only based on
the luminance of this image in order to avoid rendering the low resolution
volume twice. The heuristic is that a pixel with a high luminance also has
a large opacity. Then for each pixel of the image, they find the luminance
employing the perception oriented luminance expression 0.3R+0.9G+0.11B
and after it calculates the opacity.
For this technique it is used a DELL Axim X50v/X51v series of PDAs,
and its specifications say that it is not possible to use pbuffer but they spec-
ified all the command and worked very well. Their tests shown that using
the pBuffer is faster than using a portion of the framebuffer for rendering
the low resolution image. The same context between them or create a sepa-
rate context. The separate context can share the OpenGL state and texture
data. Otherwise a second representation of data in memory is required.
They tested the use of texture atlas, and has nearly no effect on rendering
time, the difference was 0.01 fps. The use of texture atlas requires more main
memory during texture creation, although it allows the handling of non-
power-of-two slices, without wasting too much memory. They also concluded
that the use of compressed palette textures for volume slices is usually only
a few milliseconds slower than RGBA textures for rendering. The effect of
compressed palette textures reduces the rendering time because the textures
are uncompressed during texture upload, and as only one texture can be
created at a time because of the memory size, it is time consuming. Because
the application proposed is totally native in the PDA, there is a limit size
for models treated with this approximation.
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2.2 Hardware and Software
In this section we first present an analysis of the current mobiles pro-
grammable phones .We proceed with a resume of the most important char-
acteristics of OpenGL ES 2.0 in order to achieve the portability of classic
volume visualization algorithms to mobile devices.
Pulli et al. [5] published a paper where summarized the problems and
solutions for people who develops graphic applications for mobile devices.
They provides a comprehensive overview of recent solutions, although they
do not mention an specific technique or reference for volume rendering on
mobile devices. They enhance the processor power, energy power, display
size and limited and different input devices as important limitations in the
developing of graphics applications for mobile devices. They also mention
the compression of data as the best alternative to avoid the big size infor-
mation traffic.
The table from figure 2.4 shows physical characteristics, software and
hardware properties, columns represent the mobiles phones and rows rep-
resent its properties. We have used the most common modern mobile pro-
grammable phones in market. As can be seen they all have similar di-
mensions and weight. The only one which supports different programming
languages is the Nokia n900, which also supports Qt 4.6 API .The Iphone
3GS, Nokia n900 and Nexus One have a big display resolution and graph-
ics board to compute up to 22 millions of triangles in case of Nexus One.
Iphone 3GS use Iphone Operating System with a complex environment and
privileged operations require certifications that are difficult for developers.
Symbian Operating System is traditionally pretty tedious, no good docu-
mentation, no good tools. The GUI library is inflexible. Symbian C++
was designed before of C++ stabilization, because of this it doesn’t have
standard C++.Android is widely available from nearly all manufactures,
but the use of applications is limited to the android hardware and software
requirements.
Maemo 5.0 is the most open of the four Operating System from this
table, has been constructed on existing open source desktop components.
All basic framework source code is available and applications do not need
signing. The SDK(Software Development Kit ) is an open source and the
development environment is a free software.
In general Maemo Development Environment consists of a desktop ma-
chine with Linux, Mac OS X or Windows Operating System. A cross-
compilation toolkit called Scratchbox is needed and Maemo SDK works for
targets inside Scratchbox. Also a Pseudo X server(X server allows applica-
tions to create windows which they can draw on the screen) for device screen
emulation is needed and finally with an IDE and other optional tools, ap-
plications can be developed for installing inside the devices. Figure2.5 show
this environments and in figure2.6 is shown an X-server architecture inside
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Figure 2.4: : Hardware and Software Comparison Among Current Mobile
Phones
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Figure 2.5: Work Environment for Maemo 5.0 Devices.From [17]
Figure 2.6: X-server in workstation.From [17]
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Figure 2.7: OpenGL ES Graphic Pipeline.From [2]
an user’s workstation. Applications are X server clients, note that X server
also provides key press and pointer events to applications.
All the presented devices support OpenGL ES 2.0, that is an application
programming interface for advanced 3D graphics target at handheld and
embedded devices such as cell phones, personal digital assistants(PDAs),
consoles, appliances, vehicles, and avionics.
As is detailed in the OPenGL ES 2.0 Programming Guide [2] ,this li-
brary addresses some constraints of the devices like processing capability
and memory availability, the low memory bandwidth, sensitivity to power
consumption, and lack of floating-point hardware. In the definition of the
OpenGL ES specifications the working group used some criteria to reduce
the complexity in order to create a suitable API for constrained devices.
Therefore in any case where there was more than one way of performing the
same operation, the most useful method was adopted and the redundant
techniques were removed. To reduce the power of consumption and increase
the performance of shaders, precision qualifiers were introduced to the shad-
ing language. This OpenGL ES version implement a graphics pipeline with
programmable shading as shown in figure2.7.
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2.3 Volume Data Compression Techniques
We are studying volume visualization schemes with a mobile device as final-
client. Therefore, we need to compress the treated volumetric data sets in
the server side to transmit it by wireless network to the client side, which
as is mentioned in previous section has small memory capacity. We need
therefore algorithms to achieve easy compression and efficient decompression
inside the mobile device.
The reduction of the information by compression techniques can be clas-
sified in lossless and lossy compression. These are terms that describe
whether or not, in the information compression, all original data can be
recovered when the information is uncompressed. With lossless compres-
sion, every data that was originally in the file, remains after the whole
information is uncompressed. On the other hand, lossy compression reduces
data by permanently eliminating certain information, especially redundant
information. When the data is uncompressed, only a part of the original
information is still there.
One of the most used techniques to compress data is Vector Quantization.
It is a technique often used in lossy data compression .The basic idea is to
code values from a multidimensional vector space into values from a discrete
subspace of lower dimension. Because the lower-space vector requires less
storage space, the data is thus compressed. The transformation into the
subspace is usually achieved through projection, or by using a codebook. In
some cases, a codebook implementation can also be used to entropy code the
discrete value in the same step by generating a prefix code variable-length
encoded value as its output.
In a most recent approach, Schneider and Ru¨diger [19] proposed a tech-
nique which achieves a significant speed up due to the proposed performance
optimizations. In their technique the original data is divided into disjoint
blocks of size 43.Each block is decomposed into multiresolution representa-
tion dividing the data in three different triadic frequency bands. They then
down-sampled the 43 blocks by a factor of two by averaging disjoint sets of
23 voxels each. To store the difference between the original data samples and
the next down-sampled they use a 64 component vector. The same process
is applied to produce one single value for representing the mean value of the
block. A new 8-componet vector store the 23 difference values that is lost
when going from 23 to the final one. At the end of the construction of mul-
tiresolution representation, they store the mean value of the entire block in a
1-component vector. After this task, the data is decomposed into three vec-
tors of length 64, 8 and 1 respectively, which hierarchically encode the data
samples in one block. An appropriate mapping and codebook containing 64
and 8 component codewords are computed for both high frequency bands.
The two codebook are stored in two textures of size 256x64 and 256x8. A
fragment shader is used to decode a particular block by adding it mean and
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the respective difference information from both textures from above. The
sequences were compressed with this technique and memory dropped from
1.4 GB to 70MB and 200MB to 11.1MB respectively.
The technique described by Paul Ning and Lambertus Hesselink [15] is a
useful tool for extracting information from large datasets, where non-visual
analysis alone may not be feasible. They introduced a compressed volume
format that may be rendered directly with minimal impact on rendering
time .The scheme consist of a vector of density values and the precomputed
normal fields of voxels in the partitioning subblocks. The approach then
quantifies this data into a codebook and each subblock is represented by
an appropriate index. Composing the partial images in correct order, a ray
casting with parallel projection is accelerated by shading only the vectors
in the codebook. Their technique provides a fast random access to voxel
values by decoding voxels with a simple access to the codebook. Although
some blockiness and contouring was reported, they achieved a compression
ratio of 5:1 for volume data of 1283.
Eric B. Lum et al [10] developed a method for the temporal encoding
of indexed volumetric data with a quick decoding in hardware. With an
extensive use of OpenGL for changing the color palettes without the reload-
ing of textures, they implement a color palette manipulation that allows the
representation of grid points at several times using a single sacalar value.
The palette consists of limited sets of colors that sample a single value. This
palette is varied to decode the approximate scalar value of a voxel for each
frame properly, after it , the scalar value is mapped to the desired opacity
and color scalar index. The approximation encode a sequence of temporally
changing scalar values inside a texel, each possible index value represents a
sample in the space of possible time varying scalar values. Using Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) for performing this process, they maps sequences
of scalars into single scalar indices. This is a compression method that
transforms data into a set of coefficients that are then quantized to create
a more compact representation. With the proposal they were able to ren-
der large time-varying volumetric data sets at interactive rates. They used
axis aligned 2-D textures and tested their implementation on a NVIDIA
GeForce2GTS based graphics card with 64 megabytes of texture memory.
2.3.1 Wavelet Compression
Wavelets are mathematical functions to transform data in components of
different frequencies; it analyzes each component with a resolution matched
to its scale. These types of functions satisfy certain mathematical require-
ments and are used to represent data or other functions[1]. The use of
Wavelet began after the mathematicians were led from their previous no-
tion of frequency to the notion of scale analysis, by exploring the meaning of
functions, the orthogonal systems and the Fourier convergence. Therefore,
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Fourier Transform is a previous context to study Wavelet Transform. The
ability to analyze a function in the time domain for its frequency content,
makes Fourier Transform (FT) a very important tool, see ( Figure2.8). Since
the Fourier coefficients of the transformed function represent the contribu-
tion of each sine and cosine function at each frequency, the signal can be
analyze for it frequency content [16]. The WT (Wavelet Transform) was
developed as an alternative to the STFT (Short Time Fourier Transform).
There is only a minor difference between STFT and FT, which is that the
signal is divided into small enough segments, where these segments (por-
tions) of the signal can be assumed to be stationary. Figure 2.9 shows a
Wavelet Transform of a signal in which the axes are represented by transla-
tion and scale, instead of time and frequency. However, translation is strictly
related to time, since it indicates where the mother wavelet is located. The
translation of the mother wavelet can be thought of as the time elapsed since
t = 0, where t represent the time. As is shown, smaller scales correspond
to higher frequencies, frequency decreases as scale increases, therefore, that
portion of the graph with scales around zero, actually correspond to the
highest frequencies in the analysis, and that with high scales correspond to
the lowest frequencies [16].During a wavelet transformation the time-domain
signal is passing from various high pass and low pass filters, which filters out
either high frequency or low frequency portions of the signal.
Figure 2.8: Fourier Transform Scheme.From [16]
Figure 2.9: Wavelet Transform of a Signal.From [16]
The selection of a wavelet prototype function is the first step before start-
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ing with the procedure. The original signal or function can be represented
in terms of a wavelet expansion, by linear combination of the wavelet func-
tion using coefficients. With a correct selection of the wavelet function and
truncating the coefficients below a threshold, the data can be sparsely rep-
resented, that is the reason for wavelets are excellent tools for compression.
Wavelet transforms comprises an infinite set of applications. The different
wavelets families make different trade-offs between how compactly the basis
functions are localized in space and how smooth they are .Haar Wavelet
,Daubechie,Biorthogonal,Coiflets, Symlets,Morlet, Mexican hat and Meyer
are some of the wavelets that have been important tools in different appli-
cations.
Transform, quantization and encoding are the three basic components
of a typical wavelet compression algorithm. During the transform stage,
the input data is separated into different bands of frequencies using wavelet
filters. The quantization’s step restricts the values of the coefficients ac-
cording to different possibilities. During the encoding, the results of the
quantization are approximated to represent the data stream as efficiently as
possible without loss. E. Schiavi and C. Herna´ndez[18] presented a study
that demonstrates the advantages of using 3D-Wavelet Functions for medical
image visualization.The following techniques implement compression algo-
rithms where wavelet functions are applied.
A three dimensional wavelet approximation for volume data sets, was
presented by Shigeru Muraki [12]. In the work a 3D orthogonal wavelet
basis is built by using all possible tensor products of one dimensional basis
function. As in [13] the wavelet transforms was applied to volume data
to compute wavelet coefficients. After this, they removed the insignificant
coefficients and only used the remaining coefficients; they reconstructed an
approximation of the original data. Neither in [12] nor [13] they mentioned
the reduce storage space achieved by the technique.
Stefan Guthe et al [7] proposed novel algorithms that use a hierarchical
wavelet representation. This scheme allows compressing the data in a ratio
of 30:1 without noticeable artifacts in the image and even large data set can
be stored in main memory. First of all, they convert the volume data from
a three-dimensional array of integers with fixed precision into a compressed
representation during preprocessing .They do it by dividing the data sets
into cubic blocks of (2k)3 voxels and applying wavelet filters to each block
,a low pass filtered and a high frequency components are obtained. The low
pass filtered is k3 voxels of size and high filtered is (2k)3 − k3 voxels of size.
Continuing with the same scheme, they group the low pass filtered blocks
by groups of 8 and then they obtain a (2k)3 voxels again. This process
continues until only a single block is left. The above steps result in an octree.
Each node of this octree describes a volume of k3 and its high frequency
coefficients allow the reconstruction of the child nodes from the current
node. For reducing the number of wavelet coefficients to be stored, they
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define a threshold below where all coefficients are mapped to zero. Because
of this the technique leads to a lossy compression and allow compression
ratios of up to 4:1 for typical data sets.
All the test were performed on a 2Ghz Pentium 4 PC with 1GB of RAM
and an nVidia GeForce 4 Ti4600 graphics board with 128MB of local video
memory. This work solve the presented problems from Gute et al [6] where
a wavelet compression scheme with extensions for encoding animated data
sets was proposed, but without allow access to part of the volume without
the decompression of the whole data set.
Insung Ihm and Sanghun Park [8] presented an effective 3D compression
scheme for interactive visualization of very large volume data using wavelets.
They subdivided the original 3D volume data set into blocks of 16x16x16
of size, then two pass of three-dimensional wavelet is applied to each sub-
blocks. After the selection of a 2x2x2 subregion of this subbloks, they use
a transform based on the Haar Wavelet and compute each one of the eight-
band filter bank as:
clll = (c1 + c2 + c3 + c4 + c5 + c6 + c7 + c8)/8
cllh = (c1 + c2 + c3 + c4 − c5 − c6 − c7 − c8)/8
clhl = (c1 + c2 − c3 − c4 + c5 + c6 − c7 − c8)/8
clhh = (c1 + c2 − c3 − c4 − c5 − c6 + c7 + c8)/8 (1)
chll = (c1 − c2 + c3 − c4 + c5 − c6 + c7 − c8)/8
chlh = (c1 − c2 + c3 − c4 − c5 + c6 − c7 + c8)/8
chhl = (c1 − c2 − c3 + c4 + c5 − c6 − c7 + c8)/8
chhh = (c1 − c2 − c3 + c4 − c5 + c6 + c7 − c8)/8
In these equations ci represents the eight coefficients in a 2x2x2 subre-
gion and clll represents their average. The descomposition arises from the
separable application of filters in three dimensions. A faster reconstruction
of the 3D wavelet transform is the reason why only two application of the
Haar wavelet are applied. In the scheme, the original information is approx-
imated by a smaller number of non-zero wavelet coefficients, to do this, only
the coefficients greater than a threshold value are kept.
In order to achieve good compression and fast random access, during
the encoding stage, they make a subdivision of the unit block into 43 =
64 subblocks. These subblocks called cells are enumerated with positive
integers in increasing order in case where non-zero coefficients appear in the
cell. The cells whose coefficients are all zero are tagged with zero. The
coefficients are divided into two groups by measuring the amount of bytes,
one or two in this case, necessary for their representation. Two array called
one-byte and two-byte are used to store the values. The averages fall between
0 and 212 and the details between −((212 − 1)/2) and ((212 − 1)/2) if the
original voxel values are stored with 12 bits.
With the two array described above and an additional chunk of memory
called cell information that consists of a 4x4x4 one-bit flag block and offset
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information. This block of flags and offset information allows detecting if
there are non-zero coefficients and the address in the corresponding stream.
In the reconstruction, the reverse of the decomposition is applied. Each
4x4x4 subregion of the 16x16x16 blocks is considered an octree, the root
node store the average of all the voxels values in the subregion, and the
seven detail coefficients in level 1 are used with values from the root , to
reconstruct the eight vexels values of a corresponding 2x2x2 subregion by
applying the following equations:
c1 = (clll + cllh + clhl + clhh + chll + chlh + chhl + chhh)
c2 = (clll + cllh + clhl + clhh − chll − chlh − chhl − chhh)
c3 = (clll + cllh − clhl − clhh + chll + chlh − chhl − chhh)
c4 = (clll + cllh − clhl − clhh − chll − chlh + chhl + chhh) (2)
c5 = (clll − cllh + clhl − clhh + chll − chlh + chhl − chhh)
c6 = (clll − cllh + clhl − clhh − chll + chlh − chhl + chhh)
c7 = (clll − cllh − clhl + clhh + chll − chlh − chhl + chhh)
c8 = (clll − cllh − clhl + clhh − chll + chlh + chhl − chhh)
The proposal achieve an interactive navigation of the human body, a user
can interactively select a proper view and render the volume. They used ray-
casting or splatting as volume rendering technique. Their test showed that
the data reconstruction time is imperceptible compared to the time taken
by the rendering tasks.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have reviewed the previous work and we have compared
some of the existing proposals. We have summarized the results in two tables
which show the most important aspects of some relevant proposals accord-
ing to our general objective. The rows represents the different approach
and the columns represent some important evaluated aspects. As is shown
in the table2.1,the technique presented by S.P.Callahan et al.[4] develop a
client-server architecture, where the Open Source ZLIB standard is use to
compress vertices arrays for sending to the client, but neither the size of the
transmitted data nor the necessary memory to represent data at the client
stage, allow the implementation for current mobile devices. F.Lamberti et
al.[9] send images by wireless network using ZLIB and JPEG as compression
techniques, therefore they do not achieve the transmission of the whole vol-
ume data. In the proposal presented by A. Tikhonova et al.[20] the authors
do not mention the final client properties, however they developed their
technique for mobiles and others low-end clients.The porposal only sends
images to the client side. The approach presented by W.Bethel[3] sends im-
ages without compress, using group of images which represents a portion of
the whole volume. We studied the client-server architectures according to
the stage in which the different pipeline steps take place. We have also shown
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a comparison table with some hardware and software benefits of the current
programmable mobile phones. This table enhances the Nokia n900 phone
and the Maemo 5 operating system as an integral environment to develop
graphic applications by using OpenGL ES 2.0 to achieve the portability on
these devices. The Weiskopf and Moser approach[11] is not a client-server
architecture, therefore a limited size of model can be visualized by using
their technique.
Table 2.1: Architectures Schemes for Volume Visualization Techniques
Table 2.2: Volume Compression Techniques for Volume Visualization
Related to the compression techniques proposals in table2.2,the tech-
nique presented by P.Ning and L.Hesselink[14] allows the volume rendering
in a compress format using vector quantization, with a compression ratio of
5:1 . A similar approach was presented by J.Schneider and R.Westerman[19],
they achieve compression ratios between 25.3:1 and 31.2:1 for models with
512x512x32 of resolution. P.Ning and L.Hesselink[10] allow a temporal en-
coding, combining cosines transformations with textures palettes of colors.
The Gute et al. proposal[7] achieves a compression ratio of 30:1 by applying
B-Spline wavelet and hardware acceleration techniques for volume render-
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ing. The explanation from the subsection2.3.1 and the results presented
in table2.2 show the use of Wavelet as a good alternative to compress and
decompress data in a client-server architecture for mobile devices. These
functions allow the construction of fast algorithms without lost of percep-
tion during visualization.
None of these compression methods were developed for mobile devices
volume schemes. We have developed an approach similar to [8], this one
achieves good compression ratios and fast random access during the encod-
ing. However in our technique (see 3.1) we implement some differences in
the compression stage , and a new way to quantize and encode the data.
We also do a perceptive study to obtain better compression ratios without
perception loss.
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Chapter 3
Compression and
Quantization
In this chapter we detail all the aspects that allow the visualization of vol-
umetric medical images on mobile devices. We first give a brief overview of
the whole approach. It is followed by the explanations of how the compres-
sion scheme was performed, the next section shows our quantization and
encoding alternative. Then we proceed by describing the VRMedVoVis-
Dicom Platform, which was used for our technique’s implementation, and
finally we show an explanation of the volume rendering technique, as well
as the modifications for the implementation on the mobile’s environment.
3.1 Overview
We are implementing our approach based on new client-server architecture.
Unlike the presented schemes in section 2.1, we inserted a new function to
restrict the range of density values from volume data sets (see fig 3.1 ),we
also send volumetric information to the client and apply a transfer function
before rendering. The objective of this function called (T) is to leave only
values which represent regions of interest inside the volume to visualize .T
is a function which affects the compression ratio. This transformation keeps
intact the densities values between a selected range d2 and d3. This interval
is the range used by the transfer function during the rendering stage. The
function adds two ramps, one before d2 and the other after d3 to avoid
discontinuities in the densities values. These discontinuities would generate
high frequencies and therefore a less compression ratio.Figure 3.2 shows a
graphic representation of this function.
We have not still implemented the client-server communication stage,
therefore we limit to explain the operations in the client and the server
without network communication. In the server, the applied function (T)
filters the density values as is shown below:
25
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Figure 3.1: New Architectural Scheme
Figure 3.2: Graphic Representation of Function (T)
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if density ≤ d1 → density = 0
if density ≥ d3 → density = 0
if d1 ≤ density ≤ d2 → density=(density − d1) ∗ d2/(d2 − d1)
if d3 ≤ density ≤ d4 → density=(d3 − density) ∗ d4/(d4 − d3)
We have selected good density values to achieve the wanted visualization
results. After this, a model with density values between 0 and 255 is obtained
from the given data. In order to achieve the same range of values, an easy
normalization is applied to the models with histograms outside the previous
range.
The next step in our approach is the compression scheme. We selected
Haar Wavelet Function as the tool for compressing the data sets. Using a
similar scheme to the one proposed in [8] where a local wavelet is applied
twice to each subblock of 16x16x16. Our technique differs from this one con-
sidering that we apply four levels of compression by organizing the data in
different structures according to these compression steps, as will be detailed
in section 3.2, instead of applying the equations(1)from section 2.3.1 two
times in a 2x2x2 subregion of the unit block. A new quantization scheme
is proposed, where wavelets coefficients are transformed into quantized val-
ues, we use then Huffman Codes for encoding the information that will be
transmitted by wireless network.
As shows figure 3.3 after applying the (T) function, we obtain new den-
sities values, represented by VT . Then, we divide the volume in units blocks
of 16x16x16 elements and apply the compression scheme described in sec-
tion 3.2.2. After this step, each unit block of 16x16x16 is subdivided in low
frequencies and high frequencies, which represent error matrices.
i.e. In a model of 256x256x128, after 4 steps of compression, the low fre-
quencies matrix have only one element in each block of 16x16x16. Therefore,
only 16x16x8 =2048 elements are low frequencies in the whole model.
The next step from the scheme, shows the quantization of low frequen-
cies, where the quantized error values are generated as is explained in sec-
tion3.3.The proposal continues with the codification of the compressed data
to send it by wireless network. The information which we will send to the
mobile phone, includes the low frequency coefficients, the quantified error
coefficients, the parameters of the function T, the transfer function TR to
compute color and opacity for each voxel and the necessary parameters IK
and LK for the quantization, which will be described in the section. IK and
LK are generic variables to represent values in group of matrices which share
face, edge or vertex with the low-frequency matrix.
At the client stage after the decoding, a compressed unit block of 16x16x16
is again obtained. The selection of decompression levels represented in the
scheme by(W−1)n, being n the decompression or reconstruction step, allow
us to control interaction in the device by applying between 0 and 4 recon-
struction steps to do Zoom and Pan in the model. i.e. in a model with
a resolution of 256x256x128, without reconstruction step, by grouping the
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only one low frequency value from each 16x16x16 sub-block , we obtain a
model with a resolution of 16x16x8 .After the first step of reconstruction,
by grouping the 2x2x2 low frequencies sub-matrices in each 16x16x16 sub-
block, a model with a resolution of 32x32x16 is obtained. Therefore for
more reconstructions steps, models with better resolutions can be obtained
till the generation of the original resolution.
After this step, a model with density values between 0 and 255 is recov-
ered, represented in scheme with V
′
T . Finally a TR function assigns color
and opacity for obtaining the V volume, used during rendering.
Figure 3.3: General Scheme of our Proposal
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3.2 Haar Wavelet Transform
We selected Haar Wavelet Transform as the Wavelet Function. The use of
this function allows information to be encoded according to levels of details.
Haar wavelet is very effective in applications that require fast decomposi-
tion and reconstruction, since it can be implemented by a few additions,
subtractions and shift operations.
For a simple understanding of Haar Wavelet Functions, consider a se-
quence Xn = xn, i, 0 < i < 2
n,with a power of two size. A new sequence
Xn−1,i = (xn, 2i + xn, 2i + 1)/2 is obtained by averaging each sample’s
pair from the previous sequence . The new sequence can be regarded as
another representation of Xn with a coarser resolution and with half of
the original size[8]. By applying Haar Wavelet, some information gets lost
during the down-sampling, to go back to the original sequence, an extra
information is kept in a sequence Y n = yn, i, 0 < i < 2
n, where yn−1,i =
(xn, 2i− xn, 2i+ 1)/2 The 2n−1 averages and 2n−1 differences or details’ co-
efficients are obtained by applying 2-channel subband filters, the smoothing
or scaling filter and the detail, or wavelet filters respectively. The recon-
struction of the original samples can be achieved by reversing the operations
Xn, 2i = Xn−1,i + Yn−1,i and Xn, 2i + 1 = Xn−1,i − Yn−1,i.
The decomposition can be applied until we obtain X0 = x0, 0 and a new
sequence of 2n numbers, made of the overall average x0, 0 and a sequence of
detail Y 0, Y 1, ..., Y n−1. For reconstructing the original data at any resolu-
tion, a number of additions and subtractions of the details’ coefficients can
be applied according to the level of compression.
In volume data, Haar Wavelet Function can be computed by means
of linear algebra approach in 1D, 2D and 3D domain, or by a combination
among its dimensions. In next subsection we will show three approximations
of this calculation mode in detail, and the reasons of why our selection of
the scheme.
3.2.1 Linear Algebra Approach for Haar Wavelet Transform
Matrix multiplication can be used to carry out averages and differences on
each vector of the data set, although it is not the most efficient approach,
for large data sets there are much better ways to accomplish the wavelet
transform.
Given a vector ~X0 = x0, x1, ..., xn− 1 by multiplying this vector by A1,
where A1 is called Haar Matrix, a new vector composed of averages and
differences values is obtained . The following equation shows this process.
~X1 = A1 ∗ ~x0
~X1 = x1...e1
Each component in the x1 part of the vector ~X1, represent the average
between two adjacent values in X0 , and the e1 components represents its
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differences . The transition from a level of compression to another is equiv-
alent to multiply each resulted vector ~X1 by a Haar matrix that represent
each level of compression, see below:
~X1 = A2 ∗ ~x0
~X1 = A3 ∗ ~x0
~X1 = An ∗ ~x0
Instead of making use of this tedious steps, a new matrix W = A1 ∗
A2 ∗ A3 ∗ An can be achieved , then we can apply ~X1 = W ∗ ~x0 as a
simplified scheme for achieving the final result. In [algebra haar] is shown
the process for constructing a Haar Matrix for three steps of wavelet. Since
the columns of the Ai’s are evidently orthogonal to each other with respect
to the standard dot product, each of these matrices are invertible. Therefore
we can recover the original elements of the vector by applying W−1, where
W−1 = A−11 ∗A−12 ∗A−13 ∗A−1n .
Figure 3.4: Linear Algebra Approach for Haar Wavelet Transform
For volume data sets, the above process can be applied to each vector in
each one of the three dimensions of the model to compress the originals data
sets. Another approach is to separate the model in several two-dimensional
matrices and first apply Haar Wavelet to its matrix and at the end the
same thing is made in the third dimension. To achieve a two-dimensional
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transformation, if P is a 2rx2r matrix Q = PW˙ and Q = PW˙−1 express
the relationships between P and its row-transformed matrix Q .To handle
column transformations, the above steps are repeated with a few transposes
thrown in. The following equations express the relation between P and a
the row-and-column-transformed image (I),which are used for compressing
and decompressing data .Figure3.4 shows the scheme of these approach.
T = ((PW )′W )′ = W ′PW (1)
P = ((I ′)W−1)′W−1 = (W−1)′IW−1
3.2.2 Computation of the Haar Wavelet Transformation
For our approach, we implemented an effective three-dimensional method,
similar to the one proposed in [8] described in 2.3 for the Haar Wavelet Trans-
form, where a local wavelet is applied twice to each subblock of 16x16x16.We
applied four steps of compression with an encoding technique that allows
good results, which will be presented in next section.
Figure3.5 shows a close view to this algorithm. A detailed analysis ap-
pears next:
• W1 consists of applying 8x8x8 times the eight equations (1) from sec-
tion2.3.1 in each 2x2x2 submatrix. The result of this step is repre-
sented in (a). By using the first sub-matrix from (a) which contain
low frequency values, starts the step 2.
• In the second step is applied W2, which consists of applying 4x4x4
times the same eight equations in each 2x2x2 submatrix. The result
of this step is represented in (b). By using the first sub-matrix from
(b) which contain low frequency values, starts the step 3.
• In the third step is applied W3, which consists of applying 2x2x2 times
the eight equations again in each 2x2x2 submatrix. The result of this
step is represented in (c). By using the first sub-matrix from (c) which
contain low frequency values, starts the step 4.
• Finally, during the fourth step is applied W4 to a single 2x2x2 sub-
matrix by using the described equations to obtain (d), therefore the
equations are applied only one time.
When the four steps are applied, which is the maximum number with a
block of 16x16x16, we can obtain the model totally compressed .Following
the arrows of the right, and by substituting (d) in the first sub-matrix of
(c),(c) in the first sub-matrix of (b) and (b) in the first sub-matrix of (a), is
obtained the matrix (e) which contain:
• The low frequency element from (d). It is an only one element ,which
encodes the average among all the density values from the initial ma-
trix of 16x16x16.
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Figure 3.5: Simple Scheme for 3D-Haar Wavelet Transform
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• Seven error matrices (each one of 8x8x8),which were computed in the
first step using W1. From these matrices we have 3 ”FACE” matrices,3
”Edge” matrices and 1 ”Vertex” matrices.
• Seven error matrices (each one of 4x4x4), which were computed in
the second step using W2. From these matrices we have 3 ”FACE”
matrices,3 ”Edge” matrices and 1 ”Vertex” matrices.
• Seven error matrices (each one of 2x2x2), which were computed in
the third step using W3. From these matrices we have 3 ”FACE”
matrices,3 ”Edge” matrices and 1 ”Vertex” matrices.
• Seven error elements, which were computed in the fourth step using
W4. From these elements we have 1 ”FACE” element,1 ”Edge” ele-
ment and 1 ”Vertex” element.
In order to achieve tests in different resolutions and allow individual
treatment to the seven coefficients submatrices during the encoding, we
distribute the averages and the coefficients of detail between subblocks of
size 83,43 and 23 for the first, second and third step of wavelet compression
inside every block of 163,83y 43 size. This has done with a simple application
of the following equations:
I = i/2 + level ∗ i1
J = j/2 + level ∗ j1
K = j/2 + level ∗ k1
being (I, J,K) the index of each 2x2x2 subregion inside a 16x16x16 unit
block,(i, j, k) the index of each individual voxel of 2x2x2 subregion inside
each 16x16x16 unit block,(i1, j1, k1) the index of each individual voxel inside
2x2x2 subregion. Finally level represents the size of the container subblock
according to the level of compression.
3.3 Quantization and Encoding
We propose a quantification scheme in which each wavelet coefficient from
Mk(k = 2...k = 8),is quantified into values (e) with range from 0 to IK. This
range start in 0 because we have found many zeros inside the error’s matrices
after applying each step of 3D-Haar Wavelet Compression technique. Each
IK represent the number of intervals of equal size inside [−LK,LK] which
is the range of values of each Mk.
Figure3.6 shows this process .The quantified value (e) for non zero values,
is computed by applying equation (1), where element is the value of each
wavelet coefficient from Mk .LK represent the major absolute value among
the Mk’s elements, and IK represent the value described above.
e = ((element + LK)/(2 ∗ LK + 1)) ∗ IK + 1 (1)
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Figure 3.6: Encoding Scheme
As a result from our 3D-wavelet approach, matrices which share faces,
edges or vertex with the average’s matrix M0 have similar characteristics.
Since some coefficients have more importance than others during reconstruc-
tion, a different treatment to each group of these matrixes could achieve
better results. By this way, during the storage we reduce the size of the less
important values.
We use LF, LE and LV to define the maxim absolute value from each
group of matrices that share faces, edges or vertices with M0 respectively.
With a similar notation, we use IF, IE and IV for representing the number
of intervals for each one of this group of matrices, and the quantified values
can be computed according to the type of matrix by using the equations
presented in (2).These e values are sent to the client.
e = ((element + LF )/(2 ∗ LF + 1)) ∗ IF + 1 (2)
e = ((element + LE)/(2 ∗ LE + 1)) ∗ IE + 1
e = ((element + LV )/(2 ∗ LV + 1)) ∗ IV + 1
After this step the dequantization take place in the mobile device, we
compute the middle interval value (MV) using equation (3), which does
the inverse process to recover the necessary values for the decompression.
Finally, a substitution of these new values is made in each Mk matrix before
the decompression process.
MV = (LK ∗ 2)/IK ∗ (e− IK/2− 1/2) (3)
Finally the decompression steps start by appliying the equations (2) from
section 2.3.1 to each 2x2x2 sub-matrix during each step of reconstruction.
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3.4 VRMedVoVisDicom Platform
VRMedVoVisDicom is a platform to visualize and interact with volume mod-
els of different formats and extensions .This tool allows the explorations of
models and camera’s interactions. Making use of VRMedVoVisDicom plat-
form, users and programmers can achieve transformations of the transfer
function, which are responsible for the assignment of RGBA values to each
density values from explored data sets during the rendering algorithm. Col-
ors palettes can be created and saved during the visualization; it then can
be used for updating the transfer functions of a model loaded with this
software.
In order to guarantee an easy way for creating functionalities, a group
of libraries has been developed and integrated.
LibCaptacion handle the volume data sets by getting information from
input files. The library define a volume model by a group of voxels collo-
cated in a linear vector. The different slices from a volume data, which are
necessary for volume rendering tasks, are handled by storing identification,
its weight and the specific address inside the vector. The use of LibCapta-
cion guarantees that all the necessary geometric information for visualization
can be generated. The LibCore library allows the use of camera, primitive
geometric, rendering context and data structures among other necessaries
utilities for an easy implementation of the functionalities. LibDicom permit
us to handle DICOM files and to update the rendering context during the
creation or the interaction with the models. The LibScene library gives nec-
essary utilities for constructing a 3D scene; therefore it is more applicable
for developing other applications.
For storing information in a 3D texture, LibTexture3D gives treatment to
the volume data sets as well as to the opacity and color palettes associates to
each volumetric model. LibVolumeRende allows the volume model rendering
by using some functionalities described in the libraries of before.
3.5 Volume Rendering Algorithm
A tridimensional array of data from the input files with the model’s informa-
tion is transformed to a 3D texture. The volume rendering technique uses
the composition of planes with hardware acceleration. With the objective of
rendering the voxel-base data in viewable 2D image, the volume is divided in
slices. The slices are positioned one before the other to produce the image,
by mapping textures in the planes.
The polygons are created in the CPU and sent to the Program Shader. In
the program shader, for each pixel during the rasterization of these polygons
is determined:
• The voxel destination inside the three-dimensional array.
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Figure 3.7: Viewport Aligned Slicing
• The associate color and opacity.
The corresponding shading is computed with this information. Since the
polygons are sent from back-to-front, by using the OpenGL blending, we
can realize the composition in depth of the polygons which compose the
volume.
Since there is a whole copy of the texture data inside the graphic memory,
2D slicing is created aligned to the viewport as is shown in figure 3.7
3.6 Conclusions
We have presented a general scheme for visualizing volumetric medical im-
ages on mobile devices. We have covered a total explanation of the whole
proposal through the demonstration of the steps which take place in the
server and client’s side. We have also shown the necessary configuration
to the selected environment to achieve the visualization on the Nokia N900
mobile phone. Therefore, it is time to analyze in detail some histograms,
compression ratios and visual quality of our method to analyze the percep-
tion in the mobile.
Chapter 4
Experimental Results and
Discussion
In this chapter we discuss the experimental results to analyze the viability of
our proposal. We first comment some properties of the treated data sets, as
well as the parameterization of the function applied to each one of these data,
to visualize bones in Medicine Models. We present a histogram which shows
the different behaviors of the model subbmatrices after the application of the
Wavelet Function. We detail the tests performed and the results obtained
during the evaluation of the compression algorithm. Finally, we present the
results of rendering images with the Nokia n900 Phone viewport and some
limitations of our approach.
4.1 Visualization of Bones
In order to achieve our tests, we chose two medical models. The first one
is a skull model, with a resolution of 256x256x98 and 6MB of size. The
second one is a foot model, with a resolution of 256x256x256 and 16MB of
size. Our selection is based on the utility of achieving remote systems, for
diagnosing bones injuries.
In order to visualize only the bones in medicine models, we used the
Function T, which restricts densities values as is explained in section 3.1.
The table 4.1 shows the parameterization of T and the percent of zeros in
the density values of two medicine models after the application of Function
T.Figure4.1 shows a comparison of these models before and after applying
the function T and TR to visualize only the bone.
As can be seen in the table 4.1,the percent of zeros, is increasing when
the interval between d2 and d3 decrease. We included the two ramps in
the function in order to avoid discontinuities in the density values, as was
explained in 3.1.In Figure 4.2 the results of the previous models after the
first step of compression is shown, from which the ramps were erased, doing
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the function T and percent of cero values
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.1: Comparison of Models Before and After the Use of Function T:
(a) Skull model before the application of Function T and TR . (b) Skull
model after the application of Function T and TR. (c)Foot model before the
application of Function T and TR.(d) Foot model after the application of
Function T and TR
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d1 = d2 and d3 = d4.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Results of a Bad Selection of Function (T) Parameters: (a) Skull
Model after the application of the first step of compression. (b)Foot model
after the application of the first step of compression.
4.2 Distributions of Errors Coefficients
As is explained in 3.3,by studying the distributions of errors coefficients
inside the errors matrices, due to the application of the selected 3D-Haar
Wavelet scheme, we classify the seven errors matrices in: ” FACE”,” EDGE”
and” VERTEX”, according to their location in respect to the low-frequency
matrix, as is shown in 4.3
With this wavelet transformation, the errors coefficients inside each group
of high-frequency matrices are reduced almost always from one step of
wavelet compression to another. In figure 4.6 this behavior for the stud-
ied models is shown, before and after the application of Function (T).
As can be seen, the median value in each group of matrices reduces its
value from a level of compression to another, and almost always this reduc-
tion occurs among these groups of matrices in the same step of compression.
These values permit us an adequate selection of the (IK) values for the
quantization stage.
In order to evaluate the compression before the quantization stage and
the effectiveness of (T), the percents of zeros for the models are represented
in the table4.5, without (T) function and using it, after our proposal of the
Four-Steps-Compression.
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Figure 4.3: Classification of Error Matrices
4.3 Effect of the Quantization in Humans Percep-
tion and the Accomplished Compression
Our objective is to achieve a maximum compression without loss of percep-
tion. Due to this, a correct selection of the quantization parameters must be
achieved. The following figures show the results of applying the quantiza-
tion algorithms using different values of IK.The figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the
results of applying values with which it is possible to reconstruct the model.
In every case the top model represents the ideal values obtained during the
tests.
During visualization worse results are obtained if the values used are
lower than the ones suggested in figure 4.6 and 4.7.Figure 4.8, show these
results for the skull and foot models respectively.
As can be seen, we achieved the best results for the first group of values,
in each represented model. The lower IK values the worst visualization. In
each case Four-Steps-Compression was applied.
Table 4.9 present the compression results using the best quantization
parameters from the previous images in four steps of compression.
4.4 Evaluation of Perception
In order to evaluate the perception in the Nokia n900 Phone, we rendered
the image with different viewports, including the Nokia Viewport( see fig-
ures 4.10(b)and 4.10(b)). As can be seen, no visual artifact was obtained
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.4: Median Values for Each Group of Errors Matrices After two
Steps of Wavelet Compression. (a) Median values of the skull model without
applying function (T). (b)Median values of the skull model after applying
function (T).(c)Median values of the foot model without applying function
(T).(d) Median values of the foot model after applying function (T)
Figure 4.5: Percent of zeros after Four-Steps-Compression, with and without
applying (T) Function
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.6: Performed Tests to the Skull Model to find the Ideal IK Val-
ues: (a)(c)Skull model using (T) Function(Left) and without (T) Func-
tion(Right).(b) IK Values from(a) and (d) shows the IK values used in
(c).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.7: Performed Tests to the Foot Model to find the Ideal IK Val-
ues: (a)(c)Foot model using (T) Function(Left) and without (T) Func-
tion(Right).(b) IK Values from(a) and (d) shows the IK values used in (C).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.8: Bad Selection of IK Values: (a)(c)Foot model using (T) Func-
tion(Left) and without (T) Function (Right).(b) IK values from(a) and (d)
shows the IK values used in (c).
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Figure 4.9: Compression Results After Applying Four-Levels Compression.
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seemingly, compared to the image from previous section. These images give
a measure of quality in the perception achieved by our proposal.
4.5 Mobile Framework Specifications
The analysis of hardware and software characteristics of the mobile phones
from Related Work, enhances the Nokia n900, Maemo 5.0 SDK, OpenGL
ES 2.0 and Qt 4.6 SDK as a correct selection to achieve the compilation
on the client side. The ability of the Maemo Compiler to compile C++
source code, and the integration with libraries previously mentioned, make
this process similar to the implementation in traditional environments.
We are working on a workstation composed of a Personal Computer (PC)
and the Nokia n900 Phone. In order to achieve the compilation of the client
stage source code in the PC, the following configurations must be developed:
• Having a Linux operating system, must be installed Maemo 5.0 SDK
,and Scratchbox, which is a cross-compilation toolkit to select the com-
pilation in the PC or the simulation of the mobile device.
• The selection of a correct IDE is the next step in this configuration.
ESbox is a good selection, which is an Eclipse based IDE for Maemo
Environments.
• After these steps are achieved, the OpenGL ES 2.0 library and Qt 4.6
for the rendering context, must be installed.
• The final steps to achieve a total portability to the device are: the
updating of vertex and fragment shaders from the VRMedVoVisDicom
Platform(Volume VisualizationLibrary) as well as some basic OpenGL
functions with the new specifications of OpenGL ES 2.0.
In the Nokia n900, Open GL ES must be installed to compile the appli-
cation. We are working in the updating of our source code. Unfortunately,
we have not finished the last two steps due to some technical limitations
with internet. But the code has been thought for a whole portability and
the tests have been performed with similar viewports to the Nokia Phone
as is shown in section 4.4
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.10: Different Viewport Resolutions during Skull Visualization:
(a)640x480 (b) 800x420(Nokia) (c)800x600
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.11: Different Viewport Resolutions during Foot Visualization:
(a)640x480 (b) 800x420(Nokia) (c)800x600
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future
Work
5.1 Conclusions
The visualization of volumetric medical images in Mobile Devices is a recent
topic in the Computer Graphic Techniques. The analysis of the proposals
discussed in the Related Work, confirms that the use of efficient compression
algorithms, good quantization and encoding schemes, an efficient client-
server architecture, combined with a correct volume rendering technique,
is a good combination for the visualization of volumetric medical image on
Mobile Devices. It can also be said from the ”Related Work”, that Wavelets
are good functions for compression techniques.
we made an approach Based on the scheme proposed by I.Ihum and
S.Park[8] in which applying Haar Wavelet Function in the three dimen-
sions of a volume data set, we achieved compression ratios between 3:1
and 7.60:1,by applying a new function to visualize only bones on a Four-
Steps-Wavelet Filter. Due to the distribution of values in the Seven Error
Coefficients Submatrices, after the compression function, we classified these
submatrices in each step of compression according to its location in respect
to the low-frequency subbmatrix and we gave them a different treatment
during the quantization algorithm. Finally the rendering in several view-
ports confirm the effectiveness in the perception of this proposal.
5.2 Future Work
For future work, we need to find an ideal (T) Function, for an optimization
of compression. We will also work in the decompression on the mobile and
the interactive visualization of volume data. Some topics deserve further
investigation. Compression and decompression time could be further accel-
erated by using simple structures to locate the needed data in each step of
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these algorithms without the manipulation of the whole data sets. After this
accomplishments, we would like to experiment with other Wavelets Filters
in order to achieve better filters during compression.
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